How to get Wholesale Pricing on any of our Lingzhi Programs
The powerful longevity and hormonal improvements that are reported in Lingzhi studies come from
using fruiting cap formulas over a period of time.
To accomplish that, we suggest starting with one of these four Longevity Programs to see
optimal results. Each one contains approximately a 2 to 2-and-a-half month supply, which is
enough time to reset the nervous system and cellular intelligence. At $199, it is a 20% savings
over individual items, and is the way to go for people serious about results.
For those on a smaller budget, we suggest one of the Trial Programs, with one bottle of Balance
($69) and either one organic Lingzhi tea ($39) or organic Lingzhi coffee ($18).
For deeper details on any product or program, click on the link below.
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INSTRUCTIONS ON GETTING WHOLESALE PRICING
Step 1: Click: GetAlphay.com/imva — scroll down, click Nutritional Supplements: Learn More
Step 2: Scroll to Product Combos, select any Longevity Pack. Choose depending on your current needs.
To drop the price from retail to wholesale (for the programs, from $249 retail to $199) select the "Monthly Delivery"
option. This is their autoship option, which can be turned off any time after your order is complete, by logging into your
account. You can do this with every order; there’s no need to pay more.
Suggested Dosage: each teabag makes 1 quart; drink a quart a day. For the first week, take 1 of each product in the
morning, and 1 of each in the afternoon (total 4–6 caps a day). Adjust from there after the first week. If you’re using
Calm formula for sleep, take 1–3 after dinner.
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